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ggplot2

I ggplot2 is tidyverse’s data
visualization package

I The gg in ”ggplot2” stands
for Grammar of Graphics

I It is inspired by the book
Grammar of Graphics by
Leland Wilkinson
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Grammar of ggplot

A grammar of graphics is a tool that enables us to concisely
describe the components of a graphic
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Hello ggplot2

ggplot() is the main function in ggplot2

Structure of the code for plots can be summarized as

ggplot(data = [d], mapping = aes(x = [x-var], y = [y-var])) +

geom_xxx()

A statistical graphic is a mapping of data variables to aesthetic
attributes of geometric objects.

To use ggplot2 functions, first load tidyverse

library(tidyverse)
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Dissect ggplot

ggplot(data = [d], mapping = aes(x = [x-var], y = [y-var])) +
geom xxx()

First, we need to tell R that we want to create a ggplot. This is
done by using the ggplot( ) function.

Within the parentheses, we can specify the data frame that
contains what we want to plot, using the option data = [d].

We also have to tell ggplot what columns of the data frame to
actually plot – we do this with the argument that stands for
aesthetics: aes( ).

Finally, add a geom layer, which will determine the type of visual
representation that will be used for the data. We use
geom point
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Boxplot

Code:

ggplot(data = senate 113, mapping = aes(y = age)) +
geom boxplot()

Plot:
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Side by side boxplot

Code:

ggplot(data = senate 113, mapping = aes(x = party, y = age))
+ geom boxplot()

Plot:
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Histogram

Code:

ggplot(data = senate 113, mapping = aes(x = age)) +
geom histogram(binwidth = 5)

Plot:
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Colored histogram

Code:

ggplot(data = senate 113, mapping = aes(x = age, fill =
party)) + geom histogram(binwidth = 5)

Plot:
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Density plot

Code:

ggplot(data = senate 113, mapping = aes(x = age)) +
geom density()

Plot:
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Colored density plot

Code:

ggplot(data = senate 113, mapping = aes(x = age, color =
party)) + geom density()

Plot:
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Facet

Code:

ggplot(data = senate 113, mapping = aes(x = age)) +
geom density() +
facet wrap(∼ party)

Plot:
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Pipe operator

https:

//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Treachery_of_Images

Rene Magritte, 1929
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How does pipe work

Slides from Ben Baumer
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How to use pipe

The expression

mydata % > %
verb(arguments)

is the same as

verb(mydata, arguments)

Thus,

function(x, args)

has the same effect as

x % > %
function(args)

Slides from Ben Baumer
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Why the pipe?

Instead of having to read/write:

select(filter(mutate(data, args1), args2), args3)

You can write:

data % > %
mutate(args1) % > %
filter(args2) % > %
select(args3)

Slides from Ben Baumer
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Little Bunny Foo Foo

https://youtu.be/R6xKM-H2awE

Slides from Ben Baumer
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Coding Little Bunny Foo Foo

Nested form:

bop(scoop(hop(foo foo, through = forest), up = field mice), on = head)

With pipes:

foo foo % > %
hop(through = forest) % > %
scoop(up = field mouse) % > %
bop(on = head)

Slides from Ben Baumer
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Senate 113 dataset

Recall the data set called ‘senate 113‘ with information about
the senators in the 113th US Senate. Below is a side by side box
plot of the ‘age‘ variable across two parties: Democrats and
Republicans.
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‘group by‘ function

Code:

senate 113 % > %
group by(party) % > %
summarize(

mean wt = mean(age),
median wt = median(age),
q1 wt = quantile(age, probs = 0.25),
q3 wt = quantile(age, probs = 0.75),
iqr wt = IQR(age),
var wt = var(age),
sd wt = sd(age)

)

Output:
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‘arrange‘ function

Code:

senate 113 % > %
arrange(age) % > %
head()

Output:
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‘arrange‘ function in descending order

Code:

senate 113 % > %
arrange(desc(age)) % > %
head()

Output:
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‘mutate‘ function

Code:

senate 113 % > %
mutate(age = floor(age)) % > %
head()

Output:
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